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This paper reports the results of tests of the newly developed Varian EIMAC X2274 in the JAERI JT-60 ICRH
system at pulse lengths up to 6 seconds at 131 MHz. lt is our belief that these tests achieved the highest long
pulse, or CW, power that hag ever been delivered by a single power grid tube at frequencies above 100 MHz.
Vaxian's EIMAC X2274, developed in conjunction with Genera/Atom/cs and the U.S. Department of Energy, uses
an improved pyrolytic graphite grid con.figuration which provides significantly better VHF performance than the
grids of the X2242 tetrode which was tested in this system in 1989. The EIMAC X2274 combines the improved grids
with a new anode design which reduces the required water flow approximately 50% and increases the maximum
anode dissipation 80°_ (to 2.5 MW).

Ali tests were performed at 131 MHz, the system's highest, operating frequency. Tests of both prot.otype EIMAC
X2274s produced essentially identical results.

The basic objectives of these tests were: (1) to demonstrate that the system with the EIMAC X2274 can reliably
produce 1.5 MW at 130 MHz at 5 second pul_ lengths for the JT--60U tokamak and (2) to collect data for use
in the design of future high power ICRH systems. In these tests the tube and system produced up to 1,7 MW at
pulse lengths up to 5.4 seconds: i.e., the EIMAC X2274 in this system can easily meet Objective 1, The remainder
of this paper shows that Objective 2 has been fulfilled. In addition to the high power tests, operational range tests
were perforrned under variable VSWR. conditions. Unlike the EIMAC X2242 tests where rf current heating of the
screen grid Iimked output power, system parameters, rather than tube parameters, limited the output power in
the high power tests. Operational range tests were conducted at output power levels chosen to be well within the

system's anode cooling capabillty.

, rathe same JT--60 water system that was used for the EIMAC X22_t2 tests, the EIMAC X2274's new anode
design provided the capability of operating at essentially twice the anode dissipation that the EIMAC X2242
could tolerate in this system.

I. INTRODUCTION
tests of high power tetrode tubes that axe being devel-

Magnetic fusion energy experiments will require oped for future multi-megawatt fusion research rf sys-

higher power, iL;gher frequency ICI'_I systems as reactor- terms which will operate at frequencies up to the 100-,

relevant plasma conditions are approached. The U.S. 150 5.{Hz range. Tests were run in a modified amplifier==

Department of Energy (USDOE), Japan Atomic Energy of the JT-60 ICRH system at the JAERI Naka site.

Research Institute (JAERI), General Atomics (GA), This amplifier was chosen because it is one of the high-

and Varian Power Grid and X-Kay Tube Products, _ est power VHF amplifiers in the world and because it

San Carlos, California facility have been working to- could be readily adapted to accommodate the new tubes

gether for the past three years to plan and conduct which are third and fourth generation upgrades of these
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amplifier'sor_ginM,our,put,tube,_heVEian EIMAC 8973, 2, DISCUSSION

All members of the 8973 faznily have a very short in- Table .[ compaxes the maximum ouiput at 131 MHz

ternal support structure which has allowed them to be that was achieved {nthe EI_vIAC X2274 tests with that,
used effectively at frequencies as high as 200 MHz.

achieved in the 1989 tests of the EIMAC X2242 in the

The objective of these tests were to advance the same amplifier, At pulse lengths of several seconds,

technology of the generation of high power at VHF as the temperatures of the tube have reached their steady-

well as to prepar,_ for near;_erm future systems such as state values; for this reason, these tests demonstrated

CIT in the USA and JT-60U in Japan. Initial tests that the EIMAC X2274 can be operated at 1,7 M'W

were conducted in 1989 using art X2242 high power CW at 131 MHz.

tetrode. As reported earlter, 1,2 rf current heating of The system wa._ the same ms was used for the 1989

the screen grid limited the EIMAC X2242's maximum EIMAC X2242 tests. Figure 1 shows the amplifier sys-

output power. Analysis of the EIMAC X2242 tats led tem that was u_ed in these tests.

to the development of the EIMAC X2274 grid struc-
As shown in Figure 2, the screen grid thermionic

ture. The EIMAC X2274 incorporates unique pyrolytic emission current of the X2274 is .-_2% of that of the
graphite grids(designed to have significantly reduced rf

EIMAC X2242 operating in the same system at the
resistance and inductance) in combination with a de-

velopmental anode that is designed to reduce cooling

water flow in high power tetrodes. _ addition to the Table 1

high power tests, JAEI:U's high power stub tuner and High Power, Matched Load Test Data

phase shifter were U._ed in operational range tests at MaximumAmplifierOutput

load VSWK magnitudes of 1.5 and 2. The operational (131 MHz)

range tests were performed at VSWR phase angles from X2242 X2274
0° to 315 ° in order to demonstrate the effect of VSWR

1.6 MW for 0.5 see 1.8 MW for 0.05 sec"
on the gain, anode dissipation, and screen current of 1.0 MW for 10 sec 1.7 MW for 5.4 sec"
the tube.

(phaseacllustment) VS R a

/ VSWR:_.08 / /_1 /I_1 I_r"'-" "---"
| Freq: 131MHz / , " bl " Ill _ VSWR: 1,1;2 5
IPow_ t.5MW,10s_ }":" -',,- " '._.,-.:':,.".-" _:'_Z "_ ]' , Phase:O.S60dog

•I,, _"""" --J AI{Is,_r._ s_,c, _:_\:wx:,s2D,:_,:_l

,-- - , ' IH_.FPo.,r_!

IConttoJl | I I l_ ', .1_¢, ........ ?tri. ' FEg2: 1300V'lSOOV/lOA
I . I I I I I _:] ; I_ _'1 / (,o_,ou,_)
I r t, , , , , , : .
' _ ' , , , , _.,i____ _ i _ F E-I''3OOV_" 6(X)VI,'_A

(to ground)
• _ , I I'_V-""-'-_ Ig1 ' 0 C R 20A

L_3 L-.T! '''''
I , K.cooling _ K (3 cooll I x : OCR. 200A

100kW ( MAX,) _ 16L/ rain @L/rnln
t ............................. _ .....

FIGURE i
TestCircuit
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1o , Table 2
' ,-------7. Comparisonof CalculatedEIMAC X2242

and EIMAC X2274 Operatlng Parameters Wlth
Anode Voltage = 18 kV dc (Load Resistance, Blas,

0 u. and ScreenVoltage from Test Conditions)

, , , '_(fj 1 . ,

'_ EIMAC X2242 EIMAC X2274

Output

Power Efficiency Pg= Efficiency P_=
(MW) (_) (kW) (_) (kW)

8oo soo looo 12oo, 14o0 _6oo 18oo 1.5 63 7 64 11

" Po (kW) 1.0 51 4 53 5

FIGURE 2.

Ig=vs Po ,t 13l 'MHz X2242 andX2274. even though high frequency effects such a_ rf current

heatingof the screengridare not included.As these

same outpu_power withessentiallythesame anode load calculationsindicate,becausethe EIMAC X2274'sre-

resistance.This currentreductiondemonstratesthat duced screengridrfheatingallowedoperationathigher

the screengridrfheatingwas significantlyreducedby load resistance,anode e_ciency and screengridelec-

troncurrentheatingwere higherthan the correspond-thereducedresistanceofthenew griddesign,The re,

duced slope(compared tothe EIMAC X2242 data)of ing EIMAC X2242 parameters.

the EIMAC X2274 screengridemissioncurrentvsout- Figures3(a)and 3(b)show thebehavioroftheHPA

put power lineshown in F;gure 2 isthe resultofthe anode dissipationand screengrid currentas VSWR

reductionofthe magnitud_oftherfcurrentcomponent phase ischanged. Except forthe EIMAC X2274's re-

ofthescreengridheating(.term#2, Eq. I)incompar- duced screengridheating,which allowedittobe oper-

isonto themagnitude of the electroncurrentheating atedat 1.2iVIW at 1.5:1VSWR with no reversescreen

component (term#I, Eq. I) currentwhiletheEIMAC X2242 was limitedto1.0MW
becauseof screengridheatingconcerns,the EIMAC

/0" /0Pg, = (eg,ig,)dt+ Rg2 (i,,1,,)2dt (I) X2242 and theEIMAC X2274 behavedessentiallyiden-
ticallyin thesetests,These testsdemonstratedthat

{term #1} + {term #2} theEIIvIACX2274 anode coolingeffectivenessimprove-

where ment al'lowedthe JT-60 anode coolingsystem to pro-

Pg_= screengridheating videample coolingforcontinuousoperationatVSWR

eg_= instantaneousscreengridvoltage in excessof 1.5:1.Figure 3(b)shows that the ma,xi..

wrt cathode mum anode dissipa.tionatVSWII = 1.5:1is-,,,I.4times

ig_= instantaneousscreengridelectron itsvalueat VSWR = I. At 1.2MW outpx;t,thiseor-current
respondsto 1.6MW maximum anode dissipation.The

i_.l_, =' Ra'VISheating current on the screen
grid2 anode water flow in the unmodified IT-60 water sys-

tem is sufficient to coo[ the X2274 anode at dissipa-
Rz_ = rf resistance of the screen grid

Tp= pulse width (seconds) tions of 1.8 MW versu,', less than 1 MW for the X2242
anode. The operatioual ra.age tests were, of necessity,

Table 2 shows the results of calculations of the elec- conducted with the HPA output coupling adjusted to

tron current heating of the screen grid which were made provide a low enough anode load impedance to allow

. using a computer version of the "Chaffee" method of the selected output power (1.2 MW) to be delivered

= calculating the performance of power grid tubes from at all VSWP_ phase angles; low load impedance results

their characteristic curves.4, These calculations give waJ- in low efficiency, and high anode, dissipation operation

ues which_ are useful for comparisons such as Table 2 over all but a small portion of the r_'mge of VSWI:I phase
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90 Table 3

___ PrototypeTUbeParameter Comparison
at 1.5 MW Output

I'I_D I °__ 0

Serial No. EAD-81 FEJ-79
V R 1.

180I---#P----_ _ -- 0-------(3 1 k------- 2 0 [] PP(MW} Anode current 1,18 157 Amperes
Screencurrent 9 6 Amperes

Drive power 90 93 Kilowatts

"-f I ;/
240_ 300 grid because this material can operate, without dam-270

age, at temperatures high enough to cause significant

thermionic emission. The EIMAC X2242 data in Fig-

are 4 shows 10.8 amperes of emission at 1 MW output

while the EIMAC X2274 data shows nn emission current

1 the significant reduction in screen grid heating that re-

suited from the EIMAC X2274's reduced screen grid rf

The amplifier used for these tests was designed to

210_, /"_ _¢/ _ 1330_ /__ deliver 750kW at pldse widths, up to 10 seconds from
an EIMAC 8973. The driver waz designed to deliver

240 __ 300 70 kW. Anode supply voltage is 18 kV dc maximum --
270 adequate for 750 kW operation. EIMAC X2274 output

power _ limited by the driver's inability to deltver

FIGURE3, more than 120 kW and the screen grid electron current
P_,and I_ versu_tVSWR phase at 1,5:1

heating that haevitably resulted from the relatively low

anode voltage. These tests demonstrated the capabillty

of the system with the EIMAC X2274 rather than the
angle. The high power operation data in Table 3 shuws

the efficiency that was achieved when the anode load maximum capability of the EIMAC X2274.

impedance was more nearly optimum.
3. CONCLUSIONS

'When the amplifier operating par&meterswere op-
The EIMAC X2274 and the modified JT--60 rf

timized for the high power tests (to 1.7 MW, 5.4 sec)

anode efficiencies of 60°76were achieved, amplifier system demonstrated their ability to achieve
the JT--60U objective of 1.5 MW, at a 5 second pulse

Figure 4 shows the HPA plate, screen, and grid cur- width at 130 MHz.

rents of the EIMAC X2242 at 1 MW output and the
The entire output line system, including the im-

EIMAC X2274 at 1.5 ,'vIW output. These oscillograrns

were taken at essentially the same anode voltage and proved JAERI high power phase shifter and stub tuner,

load !mpedance. As described in Ref. 2, the post pulse Spinner rf switch and Spinner dummy load operated

reverse excursion of the screen grid current is an accu- flawlessly throughout these tests.

rate measure of the thermionic emission current caused The improvement in the EI/vlAC X2274's VHF out-

by the screen grid's intra-pulse temperature. As dis- put power capability that resulted from the reduction

cussed in Ref. 2, emission current is a useful indica- in screen grid resistance resulted in the power output

tor of the temperature of a pyrolytic graphite screen increase shown in Table 1.
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X2242 Po = 1.0 MW

IK = 1..23a
t

G2 EMISSION = !0.8 a

1_2= 0 ,L

'1_2 =3a
IK=O

X2274 Po = 1.5 MW '

Is2 = 0

!K =108a Is_=0

Is2 =Sa ,

Is,. = 4.8 a IK = O

FIGURE4
O' graml X2242 and X2274,J

#

The EIMAC X2274'-. improved anode cooling efl'ec- support of Dm. [VI.Yoshikawa, T, Iii!mm, Y, Tanaka of

tlveness and reduced screen grid rf resistance will allow JAEI:LI; Messx'., D, Beard, H,S, Staten, and Dr, T.V.

operation at 1,5 MW at full pulse width at VSWK,up George of U.S, DOE, and throughout their paxtlcipa-

to 1,5:1 in the JT-60U system with the existing anode tion in the planning and conduct of this program were

water system, inva.[uable to its success,

i The technical data base needed to design high power
VHF tubes and systems has been significantly increased REFERENCES

,,, a.s a result of these tests. 1. S. Moriyama, e_a/.,"First JT--60 System High Power
110 to 130 MHz Test Results With an X2242 Tet-

rode," Pvoc, 13_h .5'ymp., b'ha. Eng., October 1989,
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